Marchi Mobile
the eleMMent merchandise collection

a day with the eleMMent

A day with the eleMMent

perfectly dressed in the eleMMent merchandise collection
We are proud to announce the launch of the first
eleMMent merchandise collection. The collection offers a variety of exclusive products for fans,
owners and kids to reflect their affection for Marchi brand’s passion for luxury, functionality and
design.
The apparel, such as t-shirts and hoodies, showcase design details taken from the acclaimed
eleMMent series itself, like its distinctive window
shapes, and the very first abstract eleMMent artwork by our chief designer.
…And we have paid special attention to our
youngest fans who like to express their own style.
The highlight of the Kids collection is a coloring

book, which takes children on a fascinating trip
around the world with the eleMMent.
Take a flip through our product catalog, find your
inspiration and join us to spend a DAY WITH THE
eleMMent, perfectly dressed in our new merchandise collection.
The collection is available exclusively from our
online store www.marchi-mobile.com/store
Your Marchi Mobile Team
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Fan collection

stylish products for our
extraordinary fanbase

Men´s T-Shirt

Men´s T-Shirt
Our black men’s t-shirt is simply a must-have for
every eleMMent fan. The design and high quality
make it perfect for any occasion.
ONLINE store CODE 1040
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Men‘s t-shirt

The men´s t-shirt is one of the highlights of our Fan
Collection and attracts attention with its simple
design on the front.
On the back side, a large printed design symbolizes
the inception of our eleMMent – it’s the first
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abstract drawing created by our chief designer.
The embroidered silk logo badge on the chest and
subdued corporate lettering under the collar and
on the sleeve round out the perfect look.
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UNISEX BASEBALL CAP

UNISEX BASEBALL CAP
Our stylish black baseball cap completes the perfect sporty eleMMent look. Red stitched lining, a
sandwich peak with red details, eleMMent stitching on the front and an embroidered silk logo
badge on the side make this cap a sought-after
fashion item.
ONLINE store CODE 1010
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key chain

key chain
The eleMMent vehicle is our private jet on wheels.
To match this vision, we offer you the perfect pilot
keychain from MARCHI MOBILE.
On one side you will find embroidered “PILOT IN
COMMAND” lettering, with “MARCHI MOBILE
TEAM” on the reverse. A logo tag completes this
perfect conversation starter or gift for any pilot or
fan of the brand.
ONLINE store CODE 1030
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owners collection

elite products for a unique circle
of owners and enthusiasts

UNISEX ZIP HOODIE

UNISEX ZIP HOODIE
Our black unisex hoodie is simply perfect for chilly
days.
The extremely soft napped sweatshirt fabric offers
optimal comfort with stylish red details for showing
off our brand identity.
ONLINE store CODE 2040
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UNISEX ZIP HOODIE

Our hoodie is made of 100% combed cotton. Red
details and prints accentuate this high quality hoodie. We have printed the first abstract eleMMent
design, created by our chief designer, on the inside
of the hoodie for the first time.
Slit side pockets with red lining, embroidered silk
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logo badge on the chest and subdued corporate
lettering on the sleeve put the perfect finishing
touch on a very stylish product. Additionally, toneon-tone prints on the outside of the hood and on
the shoulder showcase the eleMMent window design.
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classic gents polo shirt

CLASSIC GENTS POLO SHIRT
Our sporty piqué cotton men’s polo shirt embodies our passion for quality and lifestyle. Red, finely
ribbed cuffs and an embroidered silk logo on the
chest create a product you can easily combine with
jeans or chino trousers.
ONLINE store CODE 2020
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Classic Ladies Polo Shirt

CLASSIC LADIES POLO SHIRt
This chic black cotton piqué ladies polo shirt successfully combines sporty style with refined details.
The subdued corporate lettering on the inside of
the collar in particular gives this polo shirt a very
unique look.
ONLINE store CODE 2030
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classic polo shirt

We have paid special attention to the details of our
polo shirts. Red lining on the button-facing and the
sleeves are a true highlight, as is the embroidered
silk logo badge on the chest.

porate lettering on the sleeve and small tone-ontone prints on the back and bottom, showcasing
our CI and the eleMMent window design.

To complement this perfect smart look, the polo
shirts have red decorative stitching, subdued cor-
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umbrella

umbrella
This elegant and stylish umbrella is made from only
the best materials and is a must-have for every city
dweller. It’s the perfect blend of style and reliability
and the Marchi Mobile logo and “SIMPLY BLOWN
AWAY” eleMMent printing are guaranteed to draw
attention.
ONLINE store CODE 1020
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ASKANIA POCKET WATCH

ASKANIA POCKET WATCH
We are proud to introduce our partner ASKANIA,
one of the longest operating traditional watchmakers in Germany since 1871. The roots of ASKANIA
are in producing precision devices for the navy,
observatories, science and expeditions. We use
ASKANIA watches in the eleMMent and offer our
dear clients a very exclusive MARCHI MOBILE
limited-edition pocket watch, made of stainless
steel featuring a leather cord with a snap hook.
ONLINE store CODE 2010
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Kids collection

fun products for our youngest
eleMMent fans

Unisex kids tee

unisex kids tee
This unisex kids t-shirt is designed for our youngest fans, who like to express their own style and
their excitement for the eleMMent. Especially the
large, tone-on-tone eleMMent printed design on
the back, gives this shirt a very special twist: it’s the
first abstract design for the eleMMent by our chief
designer. Made of 100% combed cotton, it provides the best comfort for five to nine year olds.
ONLINE store CODE 3040
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unisex kids baseball cap

UNISEX KIDS BASEBALL CAP
This black cap is the perfect accessory to accompany your kids as they play and explore.
The cap not only looks smart, it also helps protect
them from the sun and wind. Red stitched lining,
a sandwich peak with red details and the embroidered silk logo and eleMMent stitching make sure
your kids will fall in love with this cap.
ONLINE store CODE 3010
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KIDS COLORing set

KIDS COLORing set
Our kids coloring set is simply perfect for our
youngest fans with a passion for creativity. The set
contains a wooden pencil case and our amazing
coloring book with different fascinating designs
featuring our eleMMent traveling on a trip around
the world. Each page is lovingly hand-drawn by
our creative team and is waiting to be colored by
your children.
ONLINE store CODE 3050
* also available seperately
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gift wrapping

GIFT WRAPPING
For our exclusive merchandise collection, special
gift wrapping made with love should not be left
out. In our Online Store, we offer you the option of
having your collection of items sent to you nicely
wrapped as gift.
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Size chart

HOODIE
(UNISEX)

POLO SHIRT
(MEN)

POLO SHIRT
(WOMEN)

T-SHIRT
(MEN)

Sizes

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Length (L)

70

72

74

76

78

Width (W)

52

54

56

58

60

Sizes

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Length (L)

70

72

74

76

78

Width (W)

50

52

54

56

58

Sizes

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Length (L)

60

63

66

Width (W)
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Sizes

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Length (L)

72

74

76

78

80

Width (W)

49

51

53

55

57

W

W

W
W

W
W

T-SHIRT
(KIDS)
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Sizes

116

128

W

W

140

(Age 6)

(Age 8)

(Age 10)

Length (L)

48

52

56

Width (W)
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